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ABSTRACT
How can we effectively recommend items to a user about whom
we have no information? This is the problem we focus on in this
paper, known as the cold-start problem. In most existing works,
the cold-start problem is handled through the use of many kinds of
information available about the user. However, what happens if we
do not have any information? Recommender systems usually keep
a substantial amount of prediction models that are available for
analysis. Moreover, recommendations to new users yield uncertain
returns. Assuming that a number of alternative prediction models
is available to select items to recommend to a cold user, this paper
introduces a multi-armed bandit based model selection, named
PdMS. In comparison with three baselines, PdMS improves the
performance as measured by the nDCG. These improvements are
demonstrated on real, public datasets.
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INTRODUCTION

Given a cold user, such as a new Netflix’ client, how can we effectively recommend movies to him? In most existing works, a
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Figure 1: PdMS relies on feedback to learn how to appropriately select a consensual prediction model to deliver more
accurate recommendations to cold users.

typical recommender system will request initial ratings [11, 49]
and/or it will harvest the World Wide Web looking for the user’s
tastes [22, 44] to bootstrap the system. But apart from that, what
happens if we do not have the right information to build the user’s
profile? So, how can we estimate the tastes of a new user without
prior side information? The focus of this paper is on offering better
recommendations for such cold users.
Different prediction models are used to deal with distinct stages
of a user experience. For example, a particular model works better in
earlier stages when the recommender system does not know much
about the user. Then, as the number of interactions increases, an
other model may become more effective, and therefore, the recommendation system switches to the more powerful model. Switching
methods [9] were designed to handle the cold-start problem. The
idea is to switch from one model to an other once the system has
enough data about the user, so that the user is no longer cold.
While the concept of switching models [6] is not new, the availability of several cold-start methods provides enriched resources to
model selection. Applied to the cold-start stage, a model selection
method may be seen as a framework to alternate among prediction models to find the most suitable one at each time, as the user
warms-up. Few works have sought to empirically assess the efficacy
of a model selection, specifically at the cold-start stage [8, 55].
In this paper, we propose PdMS (Figure 1), an effective Prediction
Model Selection method to deal with cold users. Many proposed
solutions to deal with this problem use side information, which
may be of different kinds, such as social information [2, 13], user
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click behavior [37, 53], location-based information [12, 41], user’s
visual perception [16, 17], and, more broadly speaking, contextual
information [1]. Particularly, we delve into user feedback, but
without prior information about the user.
The first insight is to explore how a model selection can be
useful at all to provide better recommendations to cold users. The
reason we choose to select prediction models instead of building
new ones is that these models have been tuned based on users
already encountered by the recommender system: these models
have already captured a lot of information about the users of the
system so that it is a priori a good idea to try to frame any new
user into an already known category; so, a cold user might be best
served by one already tuned model available in the system [20].
The second insight is to consider our goal as a multi-armed
bandit (MAB) problem [3]. Recommender systems dealing with
a new user repeatedly propose items yielding uncertain returns.
In this situation, we face a problem of sequential decision-making
under uncertainty: an action amounts to selecting a particular
model to serve a particular user; actions have to be selected to find
a suitable prediction model for the user at hand, and to investigate
other ones (explore vs. exploit). The idea is to be benefit from the
relative performance of various prediction models [14], an idea also
reminiscent of ensemble methods. Therefore, a model selection that
maximizes the recommendation gain might be more precise.
Our primary contributions are:
• We show how to formalize the model selection problem
faced by the recommendation system as a multi-armed
bandit problem.
• We introduce PdMS, an effective approach to deal with
cold users, i.e. users for whom no prior side information is
available.
• We empirically put PdMS to the test on four real, public
datasets.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we further motivate the
need for a new cold-start method and its main concept (Section 2).
Next, we present the approach and how it works (Section 3). Section 4 describes our experimental settings. Section 5 discusses the
results of the experiments. Then, Section 6 discusses related work,
and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND

As a motivating example, let us consider the domain of movie
recommendations. Based on the ratings already collected we can
apply a recommendation algorithm and make predictions for the
movies not already rated using the personalized preferences from
each user. User’s preferences might indicate a preferred movie
genre, director, actors, etc, and be represented by a prediction
model.
Now, let us assume a new (cold) user u is looking for movies he
would like to watch. A common situation is that the new user has
not yet given any rating and no other information is available about
him. However, he is admitted into the system, without providing
any profile information. The new user probably has similar tastes
to some other users in the system. Then for the initial recommendations, one way to recommend to him can be use a prediction model
which is dealing correctly with other users.

Felı́cio et al.
Assume that for each recommended movie the cold user gives
a feedback that will be used to make the next recommendation.
So, the recommender system will first explore the different prediction models and then use feedback to select the most appropriate
model for this user, at his current stage of interaction with the
recommender system.
Before going any further, we introduce some terminology and
notations on recommender systems, and on multi-armed bandits.
Let U be a set of m users and I be a set of n items. We assume
that each user u ∈ U and each item i ∈ I has a unique identifier.
The user-item rating matrix is R = [ru,i ]m×n , where each entry
ru,i is either the rating given by user u on item i, or unknown. In a
live system, as new ratings are entered by users, the rating matrix
R depends on time t, so that the notation should be R t ; in the paper,
we often drop this t index as long as the meaning of sentences is not
in jeopardy. The recommendation task is based on the prediction of
the missing values of the user-item rating matrix. Then, prediction
models are used to rank items and recommend the k top-ranked.
A Multi-Armed Bandit problem is a sequential decision problem
where an algorithm continually chooses among a set of possible
actions (arms) which we assume to be finite in this paper. At each
time step t, an arm a is selected and pulled which leads to a reward
X a (t). This reward is distributed according to a certain unknown
law. Here, we consider that the goal is to learn, as fast as possible,
through repeated arm pulls, the arm that returns the maximum
expected reward.
In this work, we assume a set of prediction models as the arms
from Multi-Armed Bandit problem. Then, a bandit algorithm is
sequentially applied to choose among the prediction models either
the best performing one at the moment (exploitation), or an other
model to better estimate its performance (exploration). We rely on
the UCB1 algorithm [3] and ϵ-Greedy algorithm [54] to implement
our model selection. UCB1 maintains the mean reward of each arm
(prediction model) a, denoted by X̄ a . Each time arm a is played,
the mean reward X̄ a is updated. The number of pulls of arm a is
denoted by na . In both notations, t is implicit.
In UCB1, each arm is initially pulled a couple of times to estimate
its mean reward. Then, at turn t, UCB1 selects arm a(t) according
to Equation (1).

s

2 ln t
a(t) = arg max X̄ as +
nas
s=1...k

!
(1)

The chosen arm is the one maximizing q
the sum of the mean
reward X̄ a , and a confidence term ba(t) := 2nlna t . At each t, the
arm to be played is selected as the one maximizing the balance
between immediate profit and the gathering of useful information.
UCB1 is particularly appealing because of its theoretical guarantees: as the number of pulls increases, we know that the number
of sub-optimal arms being pulled grows as the logarithm of the
number of pulls, that is very slowly; we also know that it can not
grow slower than that.
UCB1 with tunned constantqis a variant of UCB1 where the
confidence term is represented as Cnlna t , where C is the exploration
constant to tune.
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Figure 2: Overview of PdMS model building illustration.
ϵ-Greedy also maintains the mean reward of each arm (prediction
model) a, denoted by X̄ a . At each round, the ϵ-Greedy algorithm
selects the arm with the highest mean reward with probability 1 −ϵ,
and selects an arm uniformly at random with probability ϵ.
The ϵ-decreasing greedy variant consists in slowly decreasing
ϵ along time. Hence, the algorithm moves from purely random
(ϵ = 1) to purely greedy (ϵ = 0). The theoretical guarantees of
this selection strategy are not as good as for UCB1. However, it is
known to often perform very-well in practice.

3

PdMS APPROACH

To exemplify the problem, let us consider a toy example: a user-item
matrix is represented in Table 1a. We apply a matrix factorization
algorithm to complete it, namely the BiasedMF1 algorithm [32]:
this step is detailed in section 3.1. We obtain the predicted ratings
as shown in Table 1b.
At this point, we depart from the standard approach. Keeping in
mind that this is just a toy example given for the sake of explaining
our approach, we consider that each row of Table 1b is a prediction
model.
When a new user comes into the system, we can choose one of
the 5 prediction models to make recommendations for him. However this is not reasonable in a real-world recommendation system,
where we have millions of users. Then, our first challenge is to
reduce the number of prediction models available to the switch
process. Considering the rows of the rating matrix, it is possible to
cluster them: each cluster is made of users that basically assign the
same ratings to the same items. It is a common assumption in matrix factorization that the rows of rating matrices can be clustered
(that’s actually the reason why rating matrices have low rank).
According to this intuition, we define PdMS as an algorithm
made of two phases: (i) computing and updating prediction models
and (ii) recommendation. Phase (i) is presented in the next section;
it is based on our prior work [20]. Phase (ii) is then presented in
the subsequent section.

3.1

Model Computing and Updating

To define the set of prediction models, we apply three steps: Rating
prediction, Preference clustering, and Consensus computation. We
illustrate this process in Figure 2, where the first step consists in
obtain the user-item rating matrix of non-cold users and step 2, 3,
and 4 are explained as follows.
1 The

name BiasedMF comes from the LibRec library.

Rating prediction. From the user-item rating matrix, composed
only for non-cold users, we use a matrix factorization technique to
get a matrix of predicted ratings R 0 . R 0 is expressed as a product of
latent factors, R 0 = PQ T , where P is the user latent factor matrix,
and Q is the item latent factor matrix. The predicted rating of the
item i k by user u j is Ru0 j ,i = predict(u j , i k , P, Q), the details of this
k
function depending on the completion method being used.
As an example, Table 1b shows the predicted rating matrix R 0
obtained from the user-item matrix of Table 1a, as completed using
the BiasedMF algorithm. With BiasedMF, the prediction function is
predict(u j , i k , P, Q) = µ +bu j +bi k + Pu j Q iT , where µ is the overall
k
average rating, bu j is the deviation from µ of user u j ratings, bi k is
the deviation from µ of item i k ratings, Pu j is the u th
j row of matrix
P which are the latent factors for user u j , and Q ith row of matrix Q
k
which are the latent factors for item i k . Finally, given the predicted
rating matrix R 0 , the preference vector for a user u j is defined as
the predicted ratings for user u j , θ j = Ru0 j .
Preference clustering. Given a predicted rating matrix R 0 , we can
cluster users according to their preference vectors, that are the rows
of R 0 . A distance function and a clustering algorithm C are used.
After clustering, we have a set of clusters C = {Cs }, where each
cluster Cs contains a set of users with similar preferences.
Consensus computation. For each cluster Cs , we apply a consensus operator A to get the consensual preference vector θˆs of cluster
Cs . In this paper, the consensus operator is the average, that is
θˆs,k is the average predicted rating for item k, the average being
computed on the subset of users belonging to cluster Cs . We obtain
M = {M 1 = (C 1 , θˆ1 ), . . . , M K = (C K , θˆK )}, the set of prediction
models where each Ms is composed of a cluster of users Cs and
its consensual preference vector θˆs . Table 1c shows the result of
clustering the predicted rating matrix rows (Table 1b) in 2 clusters
and presents their consensual preference vectors θˆ1 and θˆ2 .
Model Update. In a live recommendation system, due to the
computational cost, the predicted rating matrix R 0 is computed
from times to times only. At any time, R 0 is computed using a rating
matrix R tp available at some earlier time tp ≤ t. As new ratings
are entered into the system, these new ratings may be compared to
those that have been predicted; so we compare the known entries of
R t at the current time t with the corresponding predictions available
in R tp ; when the divergence between the observed ratings and the
predicted ratings becomes too large, it is time to update the model.
Í
0 |
To be more specific, let di f f (t) = (u,i)known at time t |ru,i −ru,i
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Table 1: (a) Example of a user-item rating matrix R. “-” means that the user has not rated the item. (b) Predicted rating matrix
R 0 . (c) Consensual preference vector.
(a)

u1
u2
u3
u4
u5

(b)

i1

i2

i3

i4

i5

i6

i7

5
4
2
1
-

2
5
-

4
5
3
2
3

5
4

5
5
2
1

1
-

1
-

i1
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5

i2

i3

(c)

i4

i5

i6

4.6 2.09 4.23 4.24 4.84 1.07
4.2 3.8 4.42 5.0 4.86 2.28
1.97 4.84 3.22 4.87 2.68 2.68
1.19 3.24 2.17 3.56 1.92 1.23
1.77 3.16 2.81 4.07 1.14 1.6

i7
1.0
1.2
1.61
1.0
1.56

i1

i2

i3

i4

i5

i6

i7

u1
u2

4.6
4.2

2.09 4.23
3.8 4.42

4.24 4.84 1.07
5.0 4.86 2.28

1.0
1.2

θˆ1

4.4

2.94

4.32

4.62 4.85

1.67

1.1

u3
u4
u5

1.97
1.19
1.77

4.84
3.24
3.16

3.22
2.17
2.81

4.87
3.56
4.07

2.68
1.92
1.14

2.68 1.61
1.23 1.0
1.6 1.56

θˆ2

1.64

3.74

2.73

4.16

1.91

1.83

1.39

After each update on R at any time t > tp , it is straightforward
to update di f f (t) incrementally. Then, we decide on updating M
once di f f (t) reaches a certain threshold.

the method performance after 5, 10, 15 and 20 recommendations
using the nDCG metric. As soon as the user is not cold anymore
the system can switch to a personalized prediction model.

3.2

Computing the Reward . The goal of step 5 in PdMS is to compute the reward using the feedback of the recommendation. It is
computed applying the following method:
Feedback-based reward: We define the reward measure in
Equation (2) based on the feedback of the recommendation. In
this way, when a user gives a higher feedback for a recommended
item, we will have a high reward. This method is easily adapted to
implicit feedback, such as a clicks, views, purchases, etc.

Recommendation

From the previous steps, the recommendation system has a predicted rating for each item for the current user to recommend to.
Now, it has to decide which items will be recommended.
For that purpose, we propose PdMS as a method to select a
prediction model and determine the items to recommend to a user.
PdMS applies a multi-armed bandit algorithm to that end.
PdMS: After getting the prediction models, we sort the consensual preference vectors according to their ratings. So, for each θˆs
we have a θˆs0 that represents the consensual preference vector in
a sorted order. The idea is to recommend first the items with the
highest ratings in each model. We hypothesize that this strategy
can contribute to learn users preference faster. For instance, the
correspondent θˆ10 to θˆ1 in Table 1c will have the sorted list of items
equal to {i 5 , i 4 , i 1 , i 3 , i 2 , i 6 , i 7 }, while for θˆ20 we will have {i 4 , i 2 , i 3 , i 5 ,
i 6 , i 1 , i 7 }. At each time t a recommendation for a user u is made
according to a bandit algorithm B as follows:
(1) Select a prediction model Ms using the bandit algorithm
B;
(2) Select i ∗ from θˆs0 the next top-rated item not yet recommended to u;
(3) Recommend item i ∗ to user u;
(4) Receive a feedback from u;
(5) Compute the reward;
(6) Update the prediction model statistics of B.
Note that we consider that PdMS approach will be applied to
make recommendations to users that are initially new users who
remain cold until they have provided a certain amount of preferences/feedback on recommended items. The threshold to determine
when a user is not cold anymore can be different for distinct systems. Arguably, a user quickly loses the interest of a recommender
system if he is compelled to provide many ratings [15, 22, 38]. Experiments have demonstrated that several state-of-art systems are
able to provide recommendations with reasonable quality after getting 15 ratings from the cold user [11, 50]. In this paper we measure

X Ms (t) =

ru,i
rmax

(2)

Where rmax represents the largest rating in the dataset and ru,i
is the feedback of user u for the recommended item i according to
the selected model Ms . For a implicit feedback we can consider that
the value of ru,i is binary. For example, in a music recommender
system we will have ru,i = 1 if the user listens to a recommended
song and ru,i = 0 otherwise.
Example: Consider that the system will offer recommendations
for two cold users, user ua and ub based on the consensual prediction models in 1c. Using PdMS UCB1 approach, it will initially
make a random selection of prediction models. Suppose that for
ua the system first recommends the item i 5 , according to θˆ10 and
receives a feedback equal to 4. If rmax = 5, we will have a reward
equal to 0.8 for prediction model θˆ10 .
In the next recommendation using θˆ20 the item i 4 is recommended
and receives a feedback equal to 1, then the reward to θˆ20 will be 0.2.
At this point, for ua we have a mean reward of 0.8 to θˆ10 and 0.2 to
θˆ20 with one trial to each prediction model. Applying Equation (1),
the next ua recommendation will be i 1 using θˆ10 that represents the
arm with the highest mean reward at that moment.
For the second user ub , suppose the system will first select θˆ20 and
recommend item i 4 receiving a feedback of 5, and then recommend
item i 5 receiving a feedback of 2. The mean reward for user ub
is 0.4 to θˆ10 and 1 to θˆ20 . In this case, the item i 2 will be the next
recommendation of user ub using θˆ20 .

A Multi-Armed Bandit Model Selection for Cold-Start User Recommendation
Considering a scenario where users are not logged-in or that we
cannot identify the users, the PdMS system will see them like cold
users. The first recommendation will be offered with the random
selection of prediction models. Then, we rely on the user feedback to
make the trade-off between exploitation/exploration. So that, even
not logged user can take advantage of tunned prediction models
already in the system.
With this running example, it is reasonable to assume that a new
user can be framed into already known categories, which might
foster the initial experience of the new user.

4

DCG(u) = ru,1 +

4.3

Datasets

We evaluate PdMS on 4 real movies datasets. Table 2 summarizes
their main features.
Table 2: Dataset features.
Users

Items

Ratings

Sparsity (%)

Facebook
FilmTrust
Movielens
Flixster

498
1,508
943
1,323

169
2,071
1,682
1,175

49,729
35,494
100,000
811,726

40.9
98.86
93.7
47.78

Facebook Dataset [19] a survey from Facebook’s users requested
to rate a list of movies. Ratings range from 1 to 5.
Filmtrust Dataset [26] is about rate and sharing movies. Ratings range from 0.5 (min) to 4 (max).
Movielens Dataset [28] collected by the GroupLens Research
Project contains movies ratings from users that rated at least 20
movies in a 1 to 5 range.
Flixster Dataset [29] collected from a social movie site, contains
movies ratings in a 0.5 to 5 range.

4.2

Evaluation Criteria

As we focus on cold users, we adopt the leave-one-out protocol [52]:
at each round, we train on all users but one which is used as a test
user. As we do not use any information about the test user, it is a
cold user. We call this protocol a 0-rating protocol.
Ranking quality is measured computing the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) metric, see Equation (3). DCG(u)
is the discounted cumulative gain of predicted ranking for a target
user u, DCG ∗ (u) is the ground truth and N is the number of users in
the result set. DCG ∗ (u) is defined by equation (4). In that equation,
ru,1 is the rating (according to the user feedback) of the item first
recommended for user u, t is the recommendation time, ru,t is the
user feedback for the item recommended in turn t and T is the size
of the ranked list.
N DCG =

1 Õ DCG(u)
N u DCG ∗ (u)

(3)

(4)

Comparison Methods

Global Average: A standard “popular” baseline, which recommends using the global average rate for an item.
Most Popular: Another standard baseline that rank the items
based on the number of ratings received and recommend
the top-ranked.
Random-MS: The Random-MS is a baseline we proposed
that selects at random a prediction model. It receives as
input the set of prediction models M and makes a recommendation for a user u at each time t according to the
steps:
(1) Randomly select a prediction model Ms ;
(2) Randomly select an item i not recommended yet from
θˆs ;
(3) Recommend item i to user u;
(4) Receive a feedback from u.

EXPERIMENTS

Dataset

T
Õ
ru,t
log
2t
t =2

To assess the effectiveness of our PdMS model, we compare it to
the following baselines:

In this section, we give an overview of the datasets used in the
experiments. Then, we describe the evaluation protocol used, and
the other methods that we compare to ours.

4.1
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Parameter Settings. We use LibRec [24], which provides an implementation of Global Average. The implementation of Random-MS
and PdMS are built on top of BiasedMF algorithm in LibRec library.
We cluster BiasedMF prediction models and in the recommendation process we include the implementation of Random-MS, PdMS
UCB1, PdMS UCB1 with tuned constant, PdMS ϵ-Greedy and PdMS
ϵ-decreasing Greedy algorithm.
Experiments were executed with 10 latent factors and 100 iterations. We executed Random-MS 5 times and get the average result.
With PdMS, we also experimentally test several cluster size. Then
we set the optimal number of clusters to 4 clusters for FilmTrust, 3
clusters for Facebook , Movielens and Flixster. Beside this, we apply
K-means (using the Euclidean distance measure) as the clustering
algorithm.
For PdMS ϵ-Greedy we test ϵ in {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. The optimal ϵ value is 0.3 for Facebook dataset and 0.2 for Filmtrust, Movielens and Flixster dataset. PdMS ϵ-Decreasing greedy start with
ϵ = 0.9 and we use the function 0.5ϵ
t to decrease ϵ value at each
new recommendation.
For PdMS UCB1 with tunned constant we test different values to
C where C in {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1, ..., 16} and obtained C = 0.05
as the optimal value in all datasets.

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section reports our results and further discussions. We aim to
answer the following questions:
Q1: How effective is PdMS to offer initial recommendations
to cold users?
Q2: Are the PdMS results reliable, or random and noisy?
Table 3 presents the nDCG at rank size of 5, 10, 15, and 20 per
method. Note that PdMS has two variants, UCB1 and ϵ-Greedy.
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Table 3: We compute the nDCG of three baseline approaches and four PdMS variants across four datasets. The four last rows
represents the results of PdMS.
(a) Facebook

Rank size
@10 @15

@20

Global Average
Most Popular
Random-MS

0.728
0.813
0.714

0.734
0.808
0.719

0.740
0.813
0.725

0.749
0.814
0.732

ϵ-Greedy
ϵ-decreasing greedy
UCB1
UCB1 tuned constant

0.858
0.858
0.858
0.859

0.851
0.852
0.851
0.854

0.849
0.851
0.849
0.851

0.849
0.849
0.848
0.850

(c) Movielens

Global Average
Most Popular
Random-MS

0.800
0.819
0.805

0.808
0.824
0.811

0.814
0.832
0.815

0.821
0.839
0.818

ϵ-Greedy
ϵ-decreasing greedy
UCB1
UCB1 tuned constant

0.859
0.859
0.859
0.858

0.858
0.859
0.857
0.859

0.861
0.860
0.860
0.860

0.862
0.861
0.861
0.861

@5

Rank size
@10 @15

@20

Rank size
@10 @15

@20

Global Average
Most Popular
Random-MS

0.735
0.786
0.729

0.749
0.795
0.739

0.765
0.807
0.755

0.780
0.822
0.772

Global Average
Most Popular
Random-MS

0.708
0.766
0.706

0.718
0.767
0.704

0.721
0.769
0.705

0.724
0.769
0.707

ϵ-Greedy
ϵ-decreasing greedy
UCB1
UCB1 tuned constant

0.858
0.859
0.857
0.858

0.859
0.859
0.858
0.859

0.865
0.866
0.865
0.866

0.874
0.874
0.874
0.875

ϵ-Greedy
ϵ-decreasing greedy
UCB1
UCB1 tuned constant

0.824
0.823
0.822
0.823

0.821
0.822
0.821
0.822

0.820
0.821
0.819
0.821

0.819
0.821
0.817
0.820

Recommendation Effectiveness (Q1)

Randomness Analysis (Q2)

We examine whether the recommendations generated by PdMS are
significantly better than those made by baseline methods and its
variants on the different datasets by performing a null hypothesis
test. We express H0 as: Recommendations offered from Global

Method

PdMS

PdMS

@20

(d) Flixster

Comparing the results of PdMS to Global Average, we note the
following improvements regarding nDCG@5: 13.1% on Facebook,
5.9% on Filmtrust, 12.4% on Movielens and 11.6% on Flixster. The
comparison against Random-MS is similar with the following improvements: 14.5% on Facebook, 5.4% on Filmtrust, 13% on Movielens and 11.8% on Flixster. Most Popular presents better results
than the others two baselines and compared with this method our
approach achieves the following nDCG@5 improvements: 4.6% on
Facebook, 4% on Filmtrust, 7,3% on Movielens and 5.8% on Flixster.
From Table 3, we first observe that PdMS consistently outperforms all baselines in all four datasets. Note that on Filmtrust, PdMS
gain is smaller when compared to Global Average. That might be so
because of the rating distribution. 68.14% of Filmtrust ratings are
greater or equal to 3, see Figure 3b. On the other hand, a smaller
gain of PdMS in all datasets when compared with Most Popular,
mainly to Facebook and Filmtrust dataset, indicates that in general
the most popular items receive the greater ratings.
In particular, the difference between PdMS variants are small,
and we now assess their significance.

5.2

Rank size
@10 @15

@5

Method

5.1

@5

Method

PdMS

@5

Method

PdMS

(b) Filmtrust

Average, Random-MS, Most Popular and PdMS (ϵ-Greedy, UCB1, ϵGreedy Decreasing and UCB1 with tunned constant) are distributed
identically on all 4 datasets.
We checked the normality of the results with a Shapiro-Wilk test,
and their homogeneity of the results (nDCG) using a Bartlett test.
The tests reject both assumptions of normality, and homogeneity.
Then, to check whether the null hypothesis holds, we run KruskalWallis tests on the nDCG results, using the 95% confidence level,
(i.e., p-value < 0.05). The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric
test to assess whether samples originate from the same distribution.
Between two baselines, Global Average and Random-MS there is
no statistically significant difference. However, Most Popular outperforms both. The difference between PdMS and all baselines are
significant, the p-value of Kruskal-Wallis test is less than 2.210−16 ,
therefore we reject the null hypothesis H 0. In conclusion, PdMS
performs significantly better than the 3 other baselines, but the four
PdMS variants have similar results.

5.3

Limitations and Future Work

PdMS design decisions suggest a set of limitations, many of which
we hope to address in future work.
First, we considered only one type of collaborative filtering algorithm, the Matrix Factorization. It is not clear whether conclusions
generalize beyond this setting. Future work could compare it to
state of the art systems. However, the approaches that are compared
are all based on the same completed matrix, so that they should
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Figure 3: Rating distribution per dataset.

all suffer in the same way from the result of the matrix factorization. Second, we compare the two exploration model, ϵ-Greedy
and UCB1, and their variants ϵ-decreasing greedy and UCB1 with
tuned constant. However, we did not experiment optimization of
bandit algorithms. Future work could also perform experiments
with optimized methods.
Another threat arises from the evaluation criteria. We rely on
nDCG score to access our approach, mainly because we were investigating the recommendation quality. Overall it presents high
accuracy levels, but we might check other metrics to ensure a fair
evaluation [31]. For example, user coverage study would be required to reveal whether our approach can offer recommendation
to a large audience; and likewise, catalog coverage [51].
We also intend to work in a mechanism to identify when a user
is not cold anymore. The idea is to harness the available models in
the systems as much as possible, without sooner resort to typical
recommendation models.

The history of cold-start problem in academia and industry to recommender systems is long [30]. A number of studies have proposed
methods to improve certain aspects of the cold user problem.
One trend of these studies has been towards the application
of multiple matrix factorization techniques for cold-start problems. The challenge is to predict the rating of deliberated held out
cells in the user-item matrix. Then, a myriad of machine learning
techniques have been applied such as clustering [39], classification [27], regression [45], or singular value decomposition [48].
Barjasteh et al. proposed a two-stage algorithm to factorize the rating matrix and then factorizes user similarity matrix and item similarity matrix [4, 5]. However, for massive scale of users, computing
the similarity matrix might be prohibitive due to the computational
resource power demanded and real-time constraints.
Even achieving high accuracy, the matrix completion task has
shown to be insufficient to make the best recommendations. Other
works cope with cold-start problems by the design of user interactions, basically, a survey given during the recommender system
sign-up process. The idea is to ask new members to rate set of
movies, instead of one movie at a time [11, 23].
Another trend of research has been towards designing new prediction models. The typical approach is to use side information
to build a prediction model [1], specially using social information. For instance, the work of Ma et al. is matrix factorization
based approach that incorporates contextual social information
into prediction models [40]. In the same direction, Pereira and
Hruschka proposed a hybrid system to recommend for users without ratings, but they rely on demographic information [47]. Social
recommenders are often expensive due to the need of model computation whenever new user ratings arrive. Zhao et al. explored
the combination of user-item relationship with item content to
learning the preferences of user in more scalable way [57]. Wongchokprasitti et al. studied the possibility to use user models built
by one system to another to address the cold start problem [56].
Peng et al. present a method to better weight the impact of user’s
attributes, preferences and item’s popularity in multi-level regression model [46]. Guo et al. focused on both user modeling and
trust modeling [25]. They proposed an improved recommender
model based on trusted neighbors. Meo et al. found that centrality
metrics are the most reliable way to spot reputable users in trust
networks [43].
Herein, we advocate that the growing amount of prediction models opens an important problem of model selection. Specifically,
we investigate how to handle a cold user without prior side information. Moreover, our approach exploits models already built in
the system.

Model Selection in Recommender System
6

RELATED WORK

This section reviews prior works on user cold-start problem. Additionally, concerning the goal of the paper, we distinguish between
two threads of related work. First, we elaborate on approaches
that are coping with model selection for recommendation. Second, we survey approaches focusing on applications of Bandits in
recommender systems.

Cold user eventually warms up (or leaves the system). From that
perspective, model selection methods have been applied to recommender systems as a switching mechanism between stages of a
user experience [9].
Our work is inspired by techniques for selecting models, however,
we are interested in selecting better models within the cold-start
stage. There are some common themes between our approach
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and the work of Billsus and Pazzani [6]. They proposed a news
recommender system that leverages explicit feedback from the user
to build and update the user model. We also rely on user’s feedback.
However we use feedback to analyze which model among a set of
consensual ones might be the best one.
Our approach builds on the same understand from Ekstrand
and Riedl [14], different prediction models unveil distinct results
for the same user. While their focus is on switch hybrids systems,
we proposed a solution to switch among consensual prediction
models existing in the same system. Specially within cold-start
stage, Braunhofer et al. also proposed a switching mechanism, but
dependent on contextual information [8].

Bandits in Recommender System
In the following, we review approaches which applied Bandits
algorithms in recommender systems.
Li et al. reported on personalized recommendation of news
articles as a contextual bandit problem [35]. They propose LinUCB,
an extension to the UCB algorithm. It selects the news based on
mean and standard deviation. It also has a factor α to control the
exploration/exploitation trade-off. Moreover, Caron and Bhagat
incorporate social components into bandit algorithms to tackle the
cold-start problem [10]. They designed an improved bandit strategy
to model the user’s preference using multi-armed bandits. Several
works model the recommendation problem using a MAB setting
in which the items to be recommended are the arms [7, 21, 42]. In
a different way, Lacerda et al. model users as arms to recommend
daily-deals [33, 34]. They consider strategies for splitting users into
exploration and exploitation. Li et al. proposed to double cluster
users and items using bandits. We also rely on clustering users, but
to reach a consensual model that could be leverage by our model
selection strategy [36].
In our prior work [18], we presented a research proposal with
the goal of analyzing existing prediction models taken from recommender systems to better understand their nature. Our study reported here, relies on and extends our previous study design. The
goal of PdMS is the selection of existing prediction models that
might offer better recommendations for cold users. Our MAB setting is also different, since the arms are consensual prediction models. Besides that, our approach requires no prior effort from the
user.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we showed how a careful model selection can provide
better recommendations to full cold-start user. Furthermore, our
approach, PdMS, performed reasonably well even with no prior
side information, but exploring feedback to frame new users into
known categories. It achieves 85% accuracy levels of nDCG@5. To
sum-up, our contributions are:
• A formalization of the model selection as a multi-armed
bandit problem (Sections 2 and 3).
• PdMS, which is an effective approach to recommend for
users without prior side information (Section 3).
• An empirical evaluation of PdMS against four real, public
datasets (Section 4 and 5).

Felı́cio et al.
Looking forward, PdMS envisions recommender systems in
which substantial amount of prediction models is available for
analysis, making possible a new wave of intelligent recommender
systems.
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